
retreat

the

31 August - 5 September

creating the space 
for the practice 

of joy 

Join Happiness Hacker,  
Penny Locaso, and an  
amazing community of  
LuluLemon Ambassadors and 
wellness gurus across Australia  
and New Zealand as they guide  
you through six days of joy. Each 
retreat session is designed to 
disconnect you from your day-
to-day and create space for the 
practice of happiness. 

The aim of the Hacking Happiness 
Retreat is simple. It’s to provide 
you with an intentional and safe 
space to surrender to yourself and 
experiment with new ways of being 
that bring you joy.  So, what are you 
waiting for?  Scan the calendar, 
select the sessions that interest 
you and register by clicking the 
corresponding link.

Penny can’t wait to retreat with you!

9:00 AM Penny Locaso Retreat Foundations How to set the intention and the space for your retreat experience. 30 minutes

12:00 PM Chris Cannon The Practice Of Progress

Looking for a mood booster? The hormones that regulate our positive emotions include dopamine, 
oxytocin, serotonin and endorphins. These ‘happy hormones’ are released when progressing towards 
what we value most.  In the Practise of Progress, we’ll use our values as a compass to amplify our 
journey and our joy.

20 minutes

 3.30 PM Kelly Irving Creating The Space 
 For Writing

Join book writing editorial gun Kelly Irving as she shares how to create a writing practice that enables 
you to make progress on that blog or book you’ve longed to bring into the world. 20 minutes

TUESDAY 1 SEPTEMBER

7:00 AM Penny Locaso Gift Yourself The Start  
Of The Day

Learn how to set the tone for more joy in each day by joining Happiness Hacker Penny Locaso for her 
morning ritual.  20 minutes

12:00 PM Alexis Pritchard A Hot Drink With Lex
Take a moment in your day to quite down and enjoy the simple pleasure of a hot drink with former 
Olympian and performance coach Lex. Enjoy the practice of gentle breathing,  gratitude and a little 
smiling. Come armed with your hot drink ready to enjoy and have your journal close at hand.  

20 minutes

5:00 PM Jane Erbacher You Snooze You Lose
High performance guru Jane Erbacher wants to show you what you are capable of starting with your 
alarm clock. Do you hit the snooze button each morning? This tiny act is setting you up to fall short 
daily. Learn how to bound out of bed and set the tone for how your day unfolds starting with your alarm.

30 minutes

WEDNESDAY 2 SEPTEMBER

8:00 AM Alison Nancye The Practice Of You
In a world of unknowns and systematic shake-ups, radical self-care has never been more important 
for mental health and wellbeing. Discover a powerful practice to support you to deal with whatever life 
throws your way.

20 minutes

10:00 AM Krystal Barter The Gift Of Gratitude
Experience the practice of gratitude with health activist Krystal Barter. Through her own health struggles 
Krystal has discovered the power of gratitude in unlocking more joy each day. 20 minutes

2:00 PM Adam Jelic Morning Day and Night Join MiGoals Founder Adam Jelic in his daily Progress Journal ritual. Learn how to start strong, set up 
your day for success and close out feeling good. 20 minutes

6:30PM Penny Locaso Rose, Bud, Thorn Grab your family or your flatmate and join us for this beautiful little end of day ritual that is sure to put 
a smile on your face 20 minutes

THURSDAY 3 SEPTEMBER

8:00 AM Dan Stewart Morning Mobility & Sweat
Fire up your happiness, your muscles and your heart rate with ex AFL Footballer Dan Stewart. Nourish the 
body with a little mobility and muscle activation exercises then finish off with some cardio to spike the 
heart rate and the joy.

20 minutes

2:00 PM Sarah Hopkins Healthy Sleep Rituals Get rested literally and harness the physical, emotional and mental benefits of sleep. Learn from Perth 
based wellness guru Sarah Hopkins how to set up your enviroment for good quality sleep more often. 20 minutes

5:00PM Penny Locaso Creating The Space  
To Reflect

Learn a simple reflection ritual that can help you let go of what's not serving you, lean into possibility 
and learn about yourself. 20 minutes

FRIDAY 4 SEPTEMBER

10:00 AM Alex Grivas Stretch & Connect 
Join LuluLemon gun Alex Grivas for a gentle series of accessible mid-morning stretches to loosen 
tension, shift your energy and connect into your body. Come with a yoga mat, blanket or comfortable 
floor space and a pillow.

20 minutes

2:00 PM Ruby Lee Rituals in Journaling Join the spiritual side hustling guru Ruby Lee and learn how to tap into the power of the future you 
through journaling and scripting from a place of soul-led truth. 30 minutes

4:30PM Penny &  
Alison Rice

The Hacking Happy 
Podcast Livestream 
Interview

Unwind from the week that was with a live Hacking Happy podcast conversation and Q&A with multi 
Award Winning Digital Publisher, Conscious Coach and Founder of the Offline Podcast Alison Rice. 45 minutes

SATURDAY 5 SEPTEMBER

9:15 AM Ryan Mannix The Space To Be
Start your weekend with happiness by joining Ryan Mannix for a slow flow yoga session sprinkled with 
a little breath work. This practice will move a little slower easing tension and enhancing flexibility and 
mobility.

30 minutes

9.45am Penny & Friends 
(Ryan, Alexis, Milo)

Hacking Happiness  
Unplugged

Join Penny and a panel of friends as they discuss what Hacking Happiness means to them and the 
secrets to sustaining your practice daily. 30 minutes

10.15am Penny Locaso Sustaining your daily 
Happiness Retreat

This session will be focused on practical ways to embed your practice of happiness into your every day. 15 mnutes
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